Too many authors think that when they get published by a publisher,
the publisher is the source of their success, which to me is absurd
because most people in publishing houses don't really know that
much about writing. Most writers have been doing it for years and
years and years, and most of the people who are editing you have
been at it for a very short period of time. And they don't know
anything about writing. They may know something about the
marketing or the industry, but they don't know anything about
writing. So these are things that you need to keep in mind – that
traditional publishing and self-publishing are different ways of doing
the same thing, but the onus is always on the author.
- Michael Sullivan

From Self-Publishing to
Traditional Publishing: Advice for
the Authorpreneur
My Beginning Goal:
When I first envisioned creating this presentation, I had
hoped to encourage fellow students to consider selfpublishing as an avenue towards traditional publishing. I
had also hoped to interview a few successful self-published
authors.
I received WAY more interview interest than I expected…
perhaps because authors are always marketing themselves!

From Self-Publishing to
Traditional Publishing: Advice for
the Authorpreneur
My Evolved Goal: To condense this fount of
knowledge from successful self-publishers
and present it to fellow students, as well as
to help students understand the
advantages and disadvantages to
traditional and self-publishing and simply
make them more aware of what one must
commit oneself to doing if one selfpublishes.

And now a little about me…

Write Book

Contact BookBub and
request ad.

Visit WHC Convention.
Attend book release
party and meet
entertainment manager
and lawyer.

Get feedback from
publishers, who say to
split the book into two
books (1 year).

Self-publish book via
Amazon. Make first book
free.

Send out book to people
who won GoodReads
giveaway to achieve
reviews (x 3)

Read customers
complaining about cover
and pay for new
professional cover.

Get 30 reviews on
Amazon between 4-5
stars.

BookBub approves ad for
Christmas 2013.

Book cover designers
recommend submitting
book to competitions for
awards.

Submit book to
competitions.

Win several awards, as
well as be listed on the
Bram Stoker Awards’
preliminary ballot. Get
35,000 downloads.

Send lawyer and
manager copy of book.

Revise book with help of
lawyer and manager (6
months). Reach 65,000
downloads with help
from second BookBub
ad.

Send book to four agents
(1 year). Get agent.

Revise book with agent
(1 year).

Land three-book deal
with publisher (2018).

Begin copyediting, plans
for advertising, and write
more.

Revise again with agent
(1 year).

Resubmit to publishers
(1 year).
Attend Stonecoast and
learn, practice, revise.

Peak
Not Yet Created

Step 1: Have a Good Idea for a Book and Get
It Written
I'm just like, “Get it down on paper,” because you
can't edit a blank page.
The biggest challenge is getting the book written having a good story and telling it well… I wish
people would not go into writing and selfpublishing, if they didn't have a burning desire to
really be a writer and really tell a story. If they
would stop seeing this as an avenue to easy
money, which it is not, it is not an avenue to easy
money, and go do something else.
- Jean Joachim

Once you have an idea that captures your
imagination, take some time to think
about the world, the plot, and the
characters.
There’s no substitute for putting in the
hard grunt-work needed to construct a
solid story.
– Christopher Paolini
I would say the biggest mistake
authors make is not writing
about what's really in their
heart.
- Molly Carroll

Step 1: Have a Good Idea for a Book and Get
It Written
…when it comes to writing and storytelling and art
in general, and I would say this: think deeply on
why you are creating. Don’t just write a story
without knowing what sort of story you are trying
to tell and the message (moral, philosophical,
emotional, intellectual) it’s going to convey. The
difference between works that are popular for a
short while but then quickly fade and those that
last decades or longer is exactly that.
- Christopher Paolini

Step 2: Know Your Genre and Distinguish
Yourself
I have sports scenes in my books and well-researched, and not only
for my love of sports, but, you know, buying books, like, my son gave
me Football for Dummies for Christmas, which was great… And a lot of
women don't do that. A lot of women who write sports romance just
use the character as their hero and never touch a football or field or a
baseball diamond. I don’t do that because I think that's inauthentic…
And actually I see that in reviews of my books - that people comment
on how authentic the sports scenes are, or people will even say, “Even
if you're not a baseball fan, this is still a great book because the
emphasis is on the emotional side of ballplayers.”

- Jean Joachim

Always, always use an
editor. Discover your micro
niche and stay there until you
are an expert.
- Orna Ross

Step 3: Revise/Edit/Improve the Book
I hired a professional copy-editor. It was a
good decision – I had spelling and
grammar errors all over the damn place.
- Andy Weir
…nowadays, when we're
doing a self-published book…
we will hire more than one
professional editor - the
same people the New York
publishers will use because
they’re now mostly
freelance. …Plus, we'll have a
beta program that will help
try and find errors and try and
find structural problems… Michael Sullivan

I always work with
professionals… Every
good book is a team
effort.
- Orna Ross

Even an artist has the restriction of working
on one canvas.
So there are rules, there are restrictions…
and being creative, it’s great to be creative.
But it’s also important, sometimes, to have
some… to be creative within certain
boundaries. And I find that it’s usually
people who are lazy who say, “Oh, well I
write the way I want,” because they don't
want to put in the time. Hey, fine.
- Jean Joachim

As you’re writing, you have the ability, if
you want to, to get it out there in front
of people, your target audience, and
garner feedback and make alterations
and see what’s working and what’s
connecting and what’s resonating, and
very few authors go that route. And I
think the people we’ve helped over the
years, we’ve really pushed them to do
that, and that’s why so many of their
books have done well. – David Chilton

Once you’ve finished your first draft, it’s time to
edit!... Many writers skip this vital step, which can
be one of the biggest hindrances to producing a
professional produce that won’t be dismissed as
amateur.
- Christopher Paolini

Step 3: Revise/Edit/Improve the Book

Step 4: Know What You’re Getting Yourself Into
A lot of people think, “Oh, selfpublishing. Oh, it’s so easy.” It’s not. …
Don't be a writer unless you're serious.
Writing is hard work.

Writing and publishing are
not short-term
endeavours. They are
lifetime dedications. –
Orna Ross

– Jean Joachim
...grit is probably the most important variable in the success
equation. You’re going to get knocked down, you’re going to
get rejected, you’re going to get a delayed response. You have
to have a tremendous resilience to fight through all that…
Nothing comes easily in publishing, especially today, so you
have to have a lot of grit. You have to have a lot of
determination, and that comes from pride in craftsmanship.
- David Chilton

Failure isn’t the end of the world. Failure
is to be expected… If you accept
beforehand that you’re likely to fail in all
sorts of ways in whatever it is you
choose to do . . . then you rob the
failure of its power to discourage you. –
Christopher Paolini

Every single day I think about how to promote my
books and myself, and write my very best next
book, and look for connections. Every single day.
For years. While I run my ad agency. I have met so
many authors who want success, but aren’t willing
to go to the lengths necessary. It is not romantic. It
is hard work that has romantic moments.
- Rob Dircks

Step 5: Choosing Between Self-Publishing and
Traditional Publishing
When you think about it, traditional publishing and self-publishing are
both good for different reasons and both bad for different reasons, and
it's a misconception to think that one way is right and the other way is
wrong. We've been successful in both… both of them are very good ways
of getting published, and both of them are very bad depending on the
type of person you are. That would be something that people probably
are not as well educated about or not as well informed about,
unfortunately. There’s no way of saying that, yes, you must be
traditionally published, and if you’re not, there’s something wrong, or you
must be self-published. There's a lot of mindset that believes that.
- Michael Sullivan

Step 5: Why Choose Self-Publishing
…I decided I really did not want to share royalties with a
publisher and was willing to take on, you know, the huge task of
actually becoming a publisher, which is what you do when you
self-publish.
…part of the reason to self-publish is to have the control, but you
have to know what you're doing… with self-publishing, if I get a
cover I don't like or have a problem with an editor, I can fire the
editor or not use the cover. In traditional publishing, you don't
always have that option.
- Jean Joachim

Earlier in life I tried very hard to break into the writing world – and
failed. - Andy Weir

So, just because you're traditionally
published doesn't mean you can sit
back and say, “Oh, they're going to
take care of it,” because they will,
but it’s probably not going to be the
best that you want because the best
advocate for your book is going to
be you.
…I was not happy with my first
publisher who did what I think is
very bad cover art… Same thing
with the interior design and same
thing with editing. I was able to find
better editors by being more
proactive.
– Michael Sullivan

Step 5: Why Choose Self-Publishing
…you should not assume that every self publisher
has not already been through the trade system. I
am one of those. I was published by Penguin
Random House but took my rights back and chose
to publish my books myself.
I did this for reasons of creative freedom and
control and I very much enjoy the process of
working with editors and designers to make my
books myself and publish them my way.
- Orna Ross

This is the best time in history to selfpublish. There’s no old-boy network
between you and your readers. You
can self-publish an ebook to major
distributors (Amazon, Barnes and
Noble, etc.) without any financial risk
on your part.
- Andy Weir

Step 5: Why Choose Self-Publishing

My parents had self-published a few
books, so it seemed natural to follow the
same path… it gave us control over all
aspects of production and marketing.
- Christopher Paolini

I was lucky to have offers from some traditional
publishers, but I wanted to control the corporate
sales market. I knew that The Wealthy Barber, the
initial book, had a lot of potential for bulk sales to
companies, and I knew most publishers aren’t very
good at that, and I knew that I would end up
generating that and didn’t want to split the money
with the publishers.
– David Chilton

Step 5: Why Choose Self-Publishing
The kicker that made me really made me end the deal with
the publisher was, when I told them I wanted to be able to
donate, um, a percentage of the sales to the animal shelter,
and they said, “No.” They said, “No. We’re not doing that.
You can donate your percentage if you want, but we’re not
doing that.” And I was like, “Oh my God, that’s horrible.”… I
mean… I’m not trying to profit off of these animals suffering,
and that’s also why I was like, “Okay. If I self-publish, I can
donate.
– Shannon Johnstone

Step 5: Why Choose Self-Publishing

Step 5: Why Choose Traditional Publishing

Many small publishers - all of them - accept
unagented books. So, you don't need to have an
agent to get published by a small press. But that's
the place to start. That is the place to start…

I don't encourage anyone who is just starting out to
self-publish. I don't at all because I don't think
they're prepared. I don't think they have a clue.
- Jean Joachim

About 35,000 copies [of the selfpublished The Martian] sold
between September 2012 and
February 2013. After that, Random
House took over and the numbers
went way up.
- Andy Weir

Step 5: Why Choose Traditional Publishing
...my first editor at Secret Cravings… explained to me what head hopping was, and I realized I didn't
even know what it was. I didn't even recognize it. I sat down with that book, and I went through
sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraphs.
The other thing I learned that was incredibly invaluable from my publisher. See, you have certain
rules. Every scene in one point of view had to be a minimum of 750 words, and every chapter had
to be a minimum of ten pages, and wow. That is an incredibly valuable thing… forced me to do a
deeper POV, point of view, to delve into the character whose scene it was in a deeper way and to
make it more meaningful and to include more sensory description. And, as a result of that, my
books… I've never had a problem with flow, with pacing… And I would not have gotten that if I
hadn't been with a small press who understood what makes a book good.
- Jean Joachim

Step 5: Why Choose Traditional Publishing
Of course, the BIG bummer of self-publishing is that you
start with ZERO exposure – no agent, or publicist, or
publisher out there helping you get noticed. – Rob Dircks

Without hesitation, I had a wonderful
experience, and I’m so happy I went with the
self-publishing, but the only part I only feel a
little bit weird about, and I kick myself every
time I think of it is, you know, having a
published book, at least in like academic…
cause I teach at a college, and it’s just like selfpublished is not seen as very prestigious.
– Shannon Johnstone

…with traditional publishing, you have
the publishing house, you have an
agent. They do a lot of the marketing.
They do a lot of… your book cover…
They organize… they do a lot of the
legal. You don’t have to deal with the
legal.

– Molly Carroll

Step 5: Why Choose Traditional Publishing
It's kind of strange, but being traditionally published
in many ways is vanity press. It oftentimes is not
going to make you more money, necessarily. So, it is
something that most authors really want to be able to
say they've done. And it's kind of the seal of approval
that you have achieved this level. So there was some
of that involved. But it was also… it turned out to be a
fairly sound business deal.
- Michael Sullivan

Step 5: Why Choose Traditional Publishing
…a large portion of the population, certainly back then, which would have been around
2010, that were gonna be somewhat prejudiced against it. People just simply would not
read a self-published author’s work, book, because they just assumed that it would be
bad, and I knew I was missing a lot of audience. So, what I did was… I actually took, I
expected to take a pay cut, when I went into traditional publishing, even though I got a
six figure deal for my first contract, it still was going to be less than I was probably going
to be making if I stayed in self-publishing. At least, I thought so.
But, in doing that, in taking that step, I did triple my fan base. And what I didn’t know
was that there are people in other countries that are watching American traditional
publishing, and it made it easier for us to get foreign deals, which greatly compensated
for the lack of money from the contract. And they also got us into Audible, or
audiobooks I should say, which I don’t know if we would have done, but that also was
very lucrative. So, we ended up making just as much money as we would have if we had
stayed in self-publishing. My wife and I worked very closely to do this. – Michael Sullivan

Step 6: If You Decide to Self-Publish, Research
Multiple Publishing Platforms
So, the biggest one that anyone goes
through is CreateSpace on Amazon. And I
think it's good. …But I would recommend
people look at Blurb and other selfpublishing sites..- Molly Carroll

I mean, there were times when the
other sites outsell Amazon for me. So,
I'm a great believer in being wide. I
have a couple of books in Kindle
Unlimited, but only in Spanish and
Portuguese.
- Jean Joachim

Note: Shannon Johnstone used Blurb for Landfill Dogs

Step 7: Create a Professional Book Cover

…the old adage about judging a book by its cover is true,
so make sure your book’s design looks professional and
stands out from the droves of other products on the
market.

Ninety nine percent of my covers are
professionally created. And I never put
up a book without professional editing
and a professional proofreader.

- Christopher Paolini

- Jean Joachim

Step 7: Create a Professional Book Cover

Step 8: Market and Create Translated Versions

…one of the best things you can do to
promote your work is write another
book.

- Michael Sullivan

Now, I'm using in my book description, I put in, “Professionally
edited or proofread” because that's now a selling point…
…I can put together a meme and a blurb, and I know how to
create an ad. I know how to use reviews and review quotes.
Stuff like that. So, I'm a little bit ahead of the game…
- Jean Joachim

Step 8: Market and Create Translated Versions
*BookBub
What works for one person often doesn't work
for another… I do try to get on as many
newsletters… you do newsletters swaps, you
advertise on Facebook, and then there are
Amazon ads and BookBub ads… So, it's not like
you could just say, “Oh, here are the five places to
advertise because they work the best,” because
that's not necessarily true for everyone.
– Jean Joachim

I’m a HUGE believer in holistic marketing, that there
is no one element that’s the silver bullet, that it’s
everything working in concert: advertising, blog
posting, social media, review solicitation, SEO,
publicity, events, and email list building. - Rob Dircks

I didn’t advertise at all. In the whole marketing of the
book over the years, I never advertised, but I did a
tremendous number of interviews. In fact, probably a
record number. I did thousands of interviews in Canada
and the states over about a five to seven year period.
And that’s what got the book its momentum and got
the brand awareness going and everything else. There
were a lot of shows in both countries that I would go
back on repeatedly… and when I was in various towns
speaking, I would stop and do the interviews again, and
so I was very lucky that way.

- David Chilton

Step 8: Market and Create Translated Versions
…we focused on was the social media. We went onto Goodreads, which was one of the
best resources for raising your, you know, your platform and getting people to know who
you are and getting that project. I mean there are millions and millions of readers on that
site. So, if you can get in there, you're going to get more recognition. Also, you want to get
reviews on Amazon because, once people see that you have more than a handful of
reviews, and they're pretty good, they'll be more likely to buy you. We also approached a
number of bloggers, and, initially, they wouldn't actually review books that were selfpublished, so we would look for the littler bloggers who would be willing to look at selfpublished books, and if they liked it, we would kind of get to move up to the next layer.
And then we eventually worked our way up to a point where people who would normally
not accept nontraditionally published books would then be asking for it because they had
heard so much. – Michael Sullivan

Step 8: Market and Create Translated Versions
Originally the book was just a serial I posted a
chapter at a time to my website. Once the book
was done, people started requesting … I make a
Kindle version they could just get through
Amazon. So I did that as well.
…I just put it out there. It got around by wordof-mouth.
- Andy Weir
Well I'm fortunate to have some experience with a few
foreign languages myself, and my husband studied
German, but I went to Craigslist. I just listed there
what I was looking for and what I could afford to pay.
Yes, I did have a couple of people who scammed me,
but not many, and then I found some people who were
very good and very reliable that way, too. - Jean
Joachim

The biggest challenge is getting the book written - having a
good story and telling it well. And then what you need to
do, if you're really interested in making money, is to get
that out in as many formats as you can, so you're making
additional money from one creative product… It's got to be
an e-book on every possible site you could be on, and a
paperback, and an audio book. And some of my books I
have out in large print, as well as regular print. Every place
that you can put it out, and some of my books now I have
translated into French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,
German, so they’re all the same initial creative, but there
has a lot of different sales avenues. – Jean Joachim

Step 8: Market and Create Translated Versions

I think the biggest thing that works is word of mouth… my
biggest marketing tool.. is that I do these retreats. I take
women all over the world, and we do the book, and we do
yoga and meditation. And then from that they buy the book,
and they tell the people about the book, and things like that.
Yeah. Pretty powerful. - Molly Carroll

You’ve almost got to do it [marketing] fulltime. It’s very difficult for a part-time author
to put the resources behind generating the
interest that you have to, and that’s especially
true, now.
- David Chilton

Step 8: Market and Create Translated Versions
1. Email promotions. These are through book promotion sites that list deals, and send out daily emails to
their subscribers (BookBub, BookGorilla, FussyLibrarian, BargainBooksy, Booksends, Free Kindle Books,
Ereader News Today, and more). You pay a fee and they promote your book in one of their emails. It
works!
2. Amazon advertising. Amazon has a great self-service in-site advertising program, where you bid to
show up in book search results. I’ve had varying degrees of success with this, but when it works, it works.
3. Facebook/Twitter/Google/Etc paid advertising. I have to admit, I’ve tried them all, and I’m a big fan of
having an experimental attitude, and would encourage everyone to try for themselves, but social media
paid advertising and Google adwords ads have gotten me very little ROI, so I’ve pretty much discontinued
them.
I write a monthly short story and record it in audio for my podcast, Listen To The Signal
(https://listentothesignal.com).

- Rob Dircks

Step 9: After Successfully Self-Publishing, Possibly
Get an Agent/Editor/Publisher Interested
Random House approached me. So yeah –
they were pretty interested. All future
books, though, will be traditional
publishing contracts.
- Andy Weir
…my wife took those numbers - those numbers of
sales - and she got an agent to represent us… she
basically made a cheat sheet for the agent that
she could take around to publishers and say, “This
is what the sales are. Do you want to publish this
guy?” And we actually had some preemptive
offers based off of that, and then we realized the
one we wanted to go with was Orbit.
– Michael Sullivan

Slowly, readers became aware of
Eragon. And the response was
enthusiastic. Word reached New
York through booksellers and the
author Carl Hiaasen, who read my
book and told his editor at
Random House.
- Christopher Paolini

*Attending Conventions

Step 9: After Successfully Self-Publishing, Possibly
Get an Agent/Editor/Publisher Interested
…after two of my audiobooks began selling
very well on Audible, I got an email out of the
blue from a content director at Audible noting
my success and asking what I was working on
next. I gave them – literally – two sentence
descriptions of four or five future projects I
had in mind, and they bought one the next
day. Within a month I had a contract and an
advance check in my hand. Boom. - Rob Dircks

One day I received a call from a lady who
introduced herself to me as Hemu Ramaiah. I did
not know it at the time, but she was the founder of
Landmark Book Stores and her company had just
created a joint venture called Westland with East
West Books. Hemu told me that she had loved The
Rozabal Line but that it would be impossible to
import the book and then expect to sell it in the
Indian market at a reasonable price. How open was
I to republishing it in India? That’s how I eventually
got published by Westland in India.
- Ashwin Sanghi

Is It Possible to Succeed?
I’ve always believed that you can do
whatever you want if you're willing to
work hard enough. My secret to my
success in life from advertising as well
as, you know, being as prolific as I am in
publishing is the fact that I'm not afraid
of hard work.

- Jean Joachim

Any writer who is serious about self
publishing and willing to do the work is
limited only by their creativity and their
ability to read readers.
- Orna Ross

It would be naïve to say that there’s a
formula to duplicate the experience. That
said, perseverence is an excellent trait for
any writer serious about self-publishing to
develop. – Christopher Paolini

Is It Possible to Succeed?
I think certainly self-publishing success can be reproduced. I
mean, the cookbooks proved it, as have several others. I’m not
sure you’re going to see self-published books sell millions and
millions anymore, though, because… book reading is down, and it
really is, and it’s also not as dominated by the best-sellers as it
once was… book sales are trending down because of Netflix and all
the things that people can do with their time. Also, book stores,
physical bookstores, are much less a part of the distribution plan,
now. You’ve got Borders has gone under, and in Canada most of
them have gone away… and bookstore sales drive a lot of
awareness, people see them in stores. And I think [for a selfpublished book to sell millions and millions of copies] is tough, but
I wouldn’t say it’s impossible. You get the right book, the right
combination, you get something like Fifty Shades of Grey that
captures the public’s imagination for whatever reason, and big
things can happen. – David Chilton

Is It Possible to Succeed?

What You Shouldn’t Do
Signing contracts without having an agent look
them over. I cannot stress this enough: DO NOT
SIGN ANYTHING WITHOUT AN AGENT.
I signed a contract without an agent. It took a lot
of maneuvering to get things back to the way I
wanted. - Andy Weir

Splitting a book into parts is a great way to annoy
people. People don't like cliffhangers, and readers
are not stupid…
I have put out as a boxed set of seven books, and
one of my marketing points, one of the first things
I say in my ad is, “No more waiting for the next
book to come out. Get the entire series now.”
And with romance readers, that’s what they want.
They don't want to wait.
- Jean Joachim

People try to promote the first book, but what that does is, you're
investing a lot of time and energy to get people. But they're only
going to get one book out of you, and they’ll kind of forget you while
you’re writing the next one. If you have three books out there,
you're going to magnify the effect… – Michael Sullivan

*Interesting because of Hugh
Howey

What You Shouldn’t Do
1. …I’ve literally seen authors wait through many
potentially productive years for that big break
where an agent might sell their manuscript to a bigfive publisher for a big advance and contract. And
they wait and wait. It’s such a heartbreaking waste
of time.
2. Self-published author mistake: the idea that if
you write a good book and publish it on Amazon,
somehow it will magically sell on its own.
- Rob Dircks

Had we kept the audiobook rights, that would
have been much better…

My wife says hundreds of thousands of
dollars were lost because we didn’t keep that.
– Michael Sullivan

I think I’m actually making my biggest mistake right now! For
the latest novel with Audible, I got so focused on writing, for
so long, that I’ve let the promotion side of the equation take a
bit of a back seat. - Rob Dircks

Any Advice for Potential Self-Publishers?
I don't think anyone should look down at self-publishing, but I wish the people
who would self-publish would get professional help. But you have to spend money
for that. And people don't understand, when you're self-publishing you're
investing. You're investing in yourself. Well, I'm investing in translations. I'm laying
out a lot of money upfront. Okay? For books that are going to sell for three or four
dollars. It's going to take a long time to make that money back. In some instances.
In some, like in Italy for me, I make it back fairly quickly, but it's still an investment in
yourself. And that's what self-publishing is in both time and money because you’re
hiring an editor, you hire a cover designer, and if you forge good relationships, they
become part of your team. And that's very important to have that support. To selfpublish without those people supporting you is much harder. – Jean Joachim

Any Advice for Potential Self-Publishers?
If you’re going to be an author, well shut the
F up on Facebook. Watch what you say.
Watch what you post. Readers are watching,
will see you, and you can deep six a career in
no time.

…shorter books for the first time ever are probably being more
well-received than longer books. And shorter chapters… are
resonating more than longer chapters. So, you have to adapt to
the times. You have an ADD oriented society…
– David Chilton

- Jean Joachim

…the devil is in the details. There’s a lot of little
things, like you never put your acknowledgements
at the front of a book. And your dedication page
should be really thought through carefully so that
you interest people in a bookstore, and your back
cover is absolutely crucial. Like, all of these details,
collectively, makes a difference…- David Chilton

…if you put out a crappy product, and
then you make a bad thing for yourself,
it's pretty hard to overcome.

- Jean Joachim

Any Advice for Potential Self-Publishers?
I would say… do not be afraid to put yourself
out there. If there is an agent or a publishing
house that you love, you respect them, you
love other authors… do not be afraid to reach
out to them. Do not be afraid to, you know, use
your connections.
– Molly Carroll

…the worst thing you can do is, you put
something out there and, not realizing that
it's bad, and you'll be attacked online if
that's really awful, or even worse than
that, you'll be completely ignored, and
then that can actually ruin your persona
going forward.
- Michael Sullivan

Any Advice for Potential Self-Publishers?
So, you know, you just have to either not read them or not read the
negative reviews, or just be able to read them and say, “Okay, that's
one person's opinion. Oh, that’s an interesting thought. That is
something interesting I never thought about before. Or I could have
done this or that. I never saw it that way before.”
…we don't choose to be writers. It’s a calling. It’s an absolute calling.
You know? It comes from the core of the heart, and that's what the
pulling force that keeps us going. Cause there’s just no other way to
stand it. - Molly Carroll

Let’s Revisit the Questions

1. Would you say that creating a quality book is a one-person effort or a team effort?
A team effort. To produce a quality work, authors utilize copyeditors, book
designers, and beta readers.

2. Is self-publishing a get-rich-quick scheme?
No. Not at all. It takes years of work and is more than a part or full-time job. It is a
lifestyle.
3. How often per week, month, or year should you expect to promote your book/s,
whether traditionally or self published?

Every single day, potentially forever. Every day an author should be attempting to
promote his or her work.

4. What is the most important thing in writing and marketing a book: writing skill or grit?
According to David Chilton, it’s grit. Most authors would probably agree. It’s the
ability to be knocked down, fail, get up again, and keep going.

5. If you are traditionally published, does the publisher ensure your success? If you are
self-published, does publishing your book on Amazon ensure your success?

According to Michael Sullivan, David Chilton, Orna Ross, and many others, neither
the traditional publisher nor Amazon ensures your success. Only you do. Your
ability to market and promote your work will determine your success.

6. What advantages are there to self-publishing that you can think of? What about to
traditional publishing?
Why Self-Publish:
• Not required to break into the traditional publishing arena.
• Do not have to share royalties with a publisher.
• Dissatisfied with publisher.
• Traditional publishers cannot advocate for you as well as you can advocate for yourself.
They might even hinder you.
• To have more control over everything because you might know something the publishers
don’t.
• For creative freedom and control.
• This is the best time in history to self-publish. There’s no old-boy network between you
and your readers. You can self-publish to major distributors without any financial risk on
your part.
• A traditional publisher will not help donate proceeds to humanitarian issues or animal
shelters, which is the whole point of the book being published.

6. What advantages are there to self-publishing that you can think of? What about to
traditional publishing?
Why Traditionally Publish:
• Many small publishers accept unagented books. So, you don’t need to have an agent to
get published by a small press. Once a publisher takes over, the numbers go up
significantly in terms of purchases.
• Until you work with a traditional publisher and learn the ropes, you won’t have a clue.
• Traditional publishing will show you your mistakes, such as head hopping.
• You will have an agent, publicist, and publisher helping you get noticed, market, and deal
with legal items.
• If you self-publish, you don’t get the esteem you would get if you were traditionally
published, and in academia this is particularly problematic.
• Being traditionally published is a seal of approval and also a fairly sound business deal.
• A portion of the population is prejudiced against self-publishers.
• You can triple your fan base.

7. Should you ever stop or pause writing, waiting for your big break?
No. That is a mistake that many traditionally published authors make. Keep writing.
8. Should you sign a contract without having an agent or lawyer look it over?
No. Both Andy Weir and Michael Sullivan made this mistake. Andy Weir said it took
him a long time to get everything back to where it needed to be. Michael Sullivan
said that by signing away his audiobook rights he lost hundreds of thousands of
dollars.
9. How important is a book’s cover?

Incredibly important. As Christopher Paolini states, people do judge a book by its
cover.

10. What are ways to market a book that you can think of?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write another book.
In your book description, state, “Professionally edited or proofread.”
Know how to put together memes and blurbs.
Get on as many newsletters as possible.
Advertising, blog posting, social media, review solicitation, SEO, publicity, events, and email list building. This includes
BookBub
Do a tremendous number of interviews.
Create posters and brochures
Host a library event.
Speak at high schools.
When you do a public event, you can get free media coverage.
Do signings in bookstores.
Call newspapers, radio, and TV stations to see if they would like to interview you.
Use Goodreads, which is one of the best resources for raising your platform and getting people to know who you are and
your project.
Ask bloggers for reviews.
Create translated versions of the book and large print versions of the book.
Create your own audiobook.
Host retreats and tell people about the book at those retreats.
Create a podcast.

Thoughts?

The End
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